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1.0 Thesis Statement 
Fabricating lnterface[s] 
Stitching the rail and urban landscape 
2.0 Thesis Abstract 
There is a trend of population growth, of the needs to increase our city carry-
ing capacity, urban area is being expanded via Transit Oriented Development 
(TOD) Network of railway is being spread from dense city centre to rural 
area. Assuming that TOD is the future of our city development. Hong Kong 
has a well-developed railway network to carry about 3.5 million passengers 
everyday, which is almost 50% of Hong Kong population. Railway connec-
tion becomes a vital element in urban development people have to consider 
about the location efficiency. With the help of the we 11-cover network, we can 
expand our development from the dense, unpleasant inner city to a high living 
quality in rural area so as to relieve the population stress. 
3.0 Definitions 
Hong Kong railway network has been spreading to the rural area for urban 
development. Rural landscape is facing a great challenge under the urban 
expansion. How the future development on rural area will relate to its local 
district should be addressed. How can an well-designed interface between the 
rail and rural landscape can be well associated with each other.This thesis will 
look carefully to this region of interfaces so as to stitching the rail and urban-
rural landscapes. 
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4.0 Precedents within architecture 
In a Transit Oriented Development, Station is acting as a focal point for sur-
roundings development. The role of station is no longer treated a point of 
node but also a place served daily needs.The zone generated by the station is 
drived by several strategies below, which are: Density; ProgramiAccess. 
Density distribution 
LOW DENSITY — 
MODERATE DENSITY 






Overlapping ten-minute catchment zones to the 
nearest underground station. Areas in black indicate 
lack of overlapping service. 
4.1 Density 
Future City-The city is a complex and changing matrix of human activities and 
environmental effects.To plan for a sustainable city requires the broadest un-
derstanding of the relationships between citizens, services, transport policies 
and energy generation, as well as of their total impact on the local environ-
ment and the larger geographic sphere, (p.32, Cites for a small planet) 
Compact city - a dense and socially diverse c i ty where eco-
nomic and social act iv i t ies over lap and where communi t ies 
are focused around neighborhoods. 
Dense city model can bring major ecological benefits-Through integrated 
planning be designed to increase energy efficiency, consume fewer resources, 
produce less pollution and avoid sprawling over the countryside. 
Objective 
The creation of the modem Compact City demands the rejection of single-
function development and the dominance of the car.The question is how to 
design cities in which communities thrive and mobility is increased- how to 
design for personal mobility without allowing the car to undermine com-
munal life, how to design for and accelerate the use of clean transport 
systems and re-balance the use of our streets in favor of the pedestrian and 
the community. Compact c i ty grows around centers of social 
and commerc ia l activii^y located at public t r a n s p o r t nodes. 
These prov ide t h e focal po in ts around which neighborhoods 
develop. The Compact C i ty is a n e t w o r k of these neighbor-
hoods, each w i t h i ts own parks and public spaces and ac-
commoda t ing a d ivers i ty of over lapping pr iva te and public 
spaces act iv i t ies. 
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Accessibility 
4.2 Diversity 
In our view, successful TOD needs to be mixed-use, wa lk -ab le , 
•ocat垂on-effkient deve lopment that balances the need for sufficient 
density to support convenient transit service with the scale of the adjacent 
community. We intend to develop techniques to help assure that TOD also 
remains mixed-income in character. 
Refine the definition of TOD and to relate it to the structure of metropolitan 
regions with a typology that addresses issues of scale, t rans i t service 
standards, land-use m i x and densi ty, and u rban design char-
acterist ics. 
TOD has the potential to form a new approach to development that builds 
on their synergy and results in places and regions that meet the demand 
for location-efficient mixed-use neighborhoods, supports regional economic 
growth strategies, and increases housing afford ability and choice. 
Network of great neighborhoods: 
Diverse incomes, ages, and backgrounds have the o p t i o n t o 
wa lk t o nearby shopping, parks, and schools; where st reets 
are safe t o wa lk along and publ ic spaces are beaut i fu l , i nv i t -
ing, and f requented; and where people can choose t o take a 
t r a i n o r bus as easily and convenient ly as a car. 
4.3 Node and Place 
Railway station is not only a node: a point of access to trains but also as a 
place: a specific section of the city within a concentration of infrastructure and 
with a diversified collection of buildings and open spaces. 
Structure of station as a place in a city: 
- W a l k - a b l e radius 
-Funct ional : historical elements, commercial axis connecting station and 
city centre. 
-Topograph ic 
- D e v e l o p m e n t pe r ime te r 
Idea typical case - Japan 
In Japan's major metropolitan areas, interchange stations have been the focus 
of intense property development, most promoted by private railway compa-
nies. Firstly, there is a concentration of shopping and entertainment facilities. 
Secondly,Tokyo is not only densely populated; perhaps more importantly, the 
densely inhabited area has a wider scale than in European examples. 
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5.2 Interface box 
A multi-functional box is used to exhibit 
in the node and place, as this box con-
tain different component in en closed 
box with different operation of trans-
formation, the analogy of this functional 
box could be used to develop the node 
and place model. Different operation/ 
combination are demonstrated in the 
exhibition. 
In order to see the relationship between 
different program, a several section cut 
is made for better understanding. 
Multi-functional map「box with transforming device 
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Ng: RE-Defining Rural Living; 
business district surrounded by residential districts 
open belt for future expansion 
Suburbs with residential and industrial areas 
Le Corbusier suggests the future city should be built vertically as to accommodate higher popula-
tion 
Four principles are set as goal: 
Relieve the congestion of central districts to satisfy traffic requirements 
Increase the population density of central district to facilitate business contacts 
Improve traffic flow.This means that we shall have to change totally the existing concept of a 
street, which is outdated by contemporary means of transportation: subways, cars, streetcars, 
air-planes. 
Increase planted areas.This is the only way to promote healthy conditions and create a tranquil 
atmosphere that will offset the strain produced by the accelerated tempo of modern business. 
Three kinds of street: 
Underground: streets for trucks. If buildings are raised on stilts these streets would not be under-
ground. 
Ground-floor level: a complex network of regular streets that allow local traffic to reach all parts 
of the city 
Big elevated highways: for rapid through traffic, and will be connected to the local streets by 
ramps. 
Example: "Plan Voisin de Paris" in 1925, the first time certain principles of "contemporary city'' 
were applied to an existing situation: a partial renovation of Paris. 
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6.0 Relevant texts by others 
Literature Research 
Throughout the history, architects and the city planners have suggested some models for increas-
ing our city carrying capacity as well as maintaining the living quality in the city. In this chapter, we 
will go through the ideas from Le Corbusier, Rem Koolhaas, Richard Roger, and will share some 
readings about the densely living environment. 
Plan of a contemporary city for 3 million people 
1.0 Le Corbusier's theory of urban planning 
I.I A contemporary city (1922) 
1.2The radian city (1935) 
1.3 The great waste (1937) 
1.4 Regional planning (1939) 
Contemporary City (1922) 
+ • 1 3 & 
The Radiant City (1935) 
你 . 丨 > 
ipective view 
The radiant city -
The main different between "radiant city" and "contemporary" is to give city dwellers a more 
pleasant as well as more efficient environment Le Corbusier said “ I was tortured by the thought 
that the great empty spaces of this imaginary city (contermporary city), everywhere dominated by 
the sky, would be so dead, so dull, that its inhabitants would be panic-stricken. 
Goal ofthe "Radiant City'' 
To bring machine age man essential pleasures, sports must be an everyday activity. 
Sun. sky, trees, steel, cement in this order of importance. 
In this case, Le Corbusier increased the density of the residential areas and completely eliminated 
the suburban garden-cities. We have given the entire ground surface of the city over to pedestri-
ans, no pedestrian will ever, under any circumstances, meet a car. Cars will use elevated drives. 
/sprasMing suburbs have disappeared 1.3 The Great Waste (1937) 
In this case, Le Corbusier proposed to eliminate all suburbs on the grounds that they waste time 
and money. He pointed out that we used up much more time on transportation. "The hours lost 
in reaching our different working places are nothing compared with the daily work hours lost 
in paying for this unhappy situation. A modern city should have no suburbs. Modern techniques 
allow us to recover in height what we lose in breadth.The city should be concentrated, compact. 




The regional Planning 
1.4 Regional Planning (1939) 
The radical transformation of the great routes along which men live: roads, waterways, railways, 
and airlines. Machines, breaking through millennia of history, replaced the traditional speed of men 
on foot or horseback by the twenty or a hundred times faster speeds of railroads, cars, steamers 
and planes. SPEED HAS TRANFORMED THE VALUES OF SPACE AND TIME AND, IN SO DO-
ING, HAS CREATED TREMENDOUS MISERY' 
Linearcity, most modern cities grew up at the points of intersection of important trade routes. 
Lined up along these routes, they will naturally take the form of linearcities.The key to the whole 
system lies in the three transport routes that bring raw materials and distribute manufactured 
products: waterways, roads, and railroads. In addition to the linear city's green zone between 
the factories and the worker's dwellings, Le Corbusier provides a large green zone between the 
industrial linear city and the radiocentric cities. It was as a safety valve or buffer zone that will 
soften the impact of their colliding energies. It is a place where people from both cities will be 
able to meet 
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Example: 
〇MA, the reurbanization of Bijlmermeen the largest of the modernist grands ensembles con-
structed in Holland in the 1960s. 
...For twenty years neither public nor private initiative has proposed anything to improve this 
forgotten territory. Our decision was not to alter the housing units but rather to try to give 
force or intensity to the open spaces, superimposing on the original project, a design where 
the highways, the parking garages, the schools and the stadiums would be articulated on islands 
of greenery and relate to a central armature of new services, including laboratories, research 
centers, and movie studio. (p.330) 
2.3 Beyond Delirious (1993) 
“ a new concept of the city, a city no longer defined by its built space but by its absence or empty 
space".The architect suggested the metaphor of an 'archipelago' of open spaces, places reserved 
from developmentThis idea signals his concern about unmitigated expansion into the landscape. 
We also decided that triangular area between the old station and the new station which we first 
imagined as a kind of plaza, could be interpreted as a plane, and that we could tilt the plane in. 
As tilted part of it could become a building, toward the city, but another part, on s shear line with 
the tunnel, could be pushed down so that we could liberate the flank of the tunnel, creating a 
window so that the arrival of theTGV train could be reveale d and made part of the urban un-
derstanding. We proposed, in terms of pure symbolism, to put a number of towers on the station 
itself, integrated with the station, (p.335) 
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2.0 Rem Koolhaas 's ideas of urban planning 
2.1 The Contemporary City (1987) 
2.2 Towards the Contemporary City (1989) 
2.3 Beyond delirious (1993) 
2.1 The Contemporary City (1987) 
It is a research into the emerging forms of architecture in the city of today, and wants to search 
in the consequences and possibilities of actual mutations. These processes all seem to lead to an 
unavoidable fragmentation of the existing city, a displacement of the centre of gravity of urban 
dynamics from the city centre to the urban periphery. 
The contemporary city will be a retro-active manifesto for the yet to be recognized beauty of the 
late twentieth-century urban landscape. 
2.2 Towards the contemporary city (1989) 
Two reasons that make urban voids of the principal lines of combat 
1. it is now easier to control empty space than to play on full volumes and agglomerate 
shapes that. 
2. Emptiness, landscape, space can serve as a battlefield and can draw quite general sup-



















3.0 Richard Rogers 
• Tlw quality of life 
is directly rebted to the number and quality 
of public intervwiions: squares, parks, Insure, 
oJture, shopping and public transport 
Overlapping ten-mnute ca 
lack of o«Happlng service. 
3.1 Cities for a small planet 
3.2 Cities for a small country 
3.1 Cities for a small planet 
Future City 
The city is a complex and changing matrix of human activities and environmental 
effects.To plan for a sustainable city requires the broadest understanding of the relationships be-
tween citizens, services, transport policies and energy generation, as well as of their total impact 
on the local environment and the larger geographic sphere, (p.32, Cites for a small planet) 
A Compact City 
Compact city - a dense and socially diverse city where economic and social activities overlap and 
where communities are focused around neighborhoods. 
Dense city model can bring major ecological benefits.Through integrated planning be designed to 
increase energy efficiency, consume fewer resources, produce less pollution and avoid sprawling 
over the countryside, (p.33, Cities for a small planet) 
Objective 
The creation of the modern Compact City demands the rejection of single-function develop-
ment and the dominance of the car.The question is how to design cities in which communities 
thrive and mobility is increased- how to design for personal mobility without allowing the car to 
undermine communal life, how to design for and accelerate the use of clean transport systems 
and re-balance the use of our streets in favor of the pedestrian and the community. 
Compact city grows around centers of social and commercial activity located at public transport 
nodes.These provide the focal points around which neighborhoods develop.The Compact City is 
a network of these neighborhoods, each with its own parks and public spaces and accommodat-
ing a diversity of overlapping private and public spaces activities, (p.38) 
Result 
Broader mix of activities and greater emphasis on public transport could reduce 
the need for car journeys and thus roads by as much as 60 per cent We vastly expanded the 
network of pedestrian-biased streets, cycle paths, market places and avenues, and made room for 
a substantial park. It was carefully inteiAvoven with the public transport system to make a single, 
interconnected web of public space and movement that started the citizen's front door and led 
ultimately, via car parks, buses and trams, to stations and airports. A flexible hierarchy of different 
modes of transport, ranging from safe sidewalks to high-speed trains and planes, afforded seam-
less mobility for all citizens, (p.54) 
Case — Lu Zia Sui 
We must build cities for flexibility and openness, working with and not against the now inevitable 
process whereby cities are subject to constant change. As homes, schools, entertainment and 
work-places become less defined by their single function, one basic structure, linked to a com-
mon communication network, can accommodate learning, working and leisure. 
The buildings of the future will be less like the immutable classical temples of the past and more 
likely moving, thinking, organic robots.This new architecture will change the character of the pub-
lic domain. As structures become lighter, buildings will become more permeable and pedestrians 
will move through them rather than around them.The street and the park may be part of the 
building, or the building might hover above them. (p. 165) 
,but it will be cheaper, faster and more fun to travel by public 
;a minor component of a complex and flexible network of 
Cars in the future will be "clean' 
transportThe car will be seen a 
transport systems. 
The concept of the sustainable city recognizes that the city needs to meet our social, environ-
mental, political and cultural objectives as well as our economic and physical ones. It is a dynamic 
organism as complex as the society itself and responsive enough to react swiftly to its changes, 
(p. 167) 
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3.2 Cities for a small country 
r s 、 N 
Public buildings 
New neighbourhood 
A mixed community; the central pedestrian route 
Keys 
Cities that succeed in meeting the transport needs of a modern economy and reducing traffic 
are the cities of the future.The same applies to housing. Cities that manage to provide affordable 
housing for low-income workers while continuing to attract higher-paid employees can grow.The 
social mixture helps to create secure, attractive environments with good services, which encour-
age professional workers to stay. Without this mixture, cities simply polarize into a collection of 
ghettos, (p. 15) 
International limits to growth 
Traffic may prove to be one of the biggest problems of the twenty-first century. Of all urban 
problems, it is possibly the most contentious because it imposes unmeasured costs on other 
people's quality of life. Our goal is clear: less traffic, less congestion, better communication, greater 
ease of movement, more people-friendly public spaces, (p. 125) 
Popular moderate density 
Many people worry about being pushed back into cities or being forced into high-rise flats. But 
we are arguing for a revival of clustered, higher-density settlements of all sizes and shapes, includ-
ing small towns and villages, that follow popular patterns Careful design and management 
produce attractive, high-density, mixed compact styles within already built-up areas, (p. 182) 
Economic and social integration makes cities more attractive to people wanting to live in them 
and employers wanting to locate in them.This needs good architecture. We could link many more 
of the new jobs with new homes within the city if we tackled the stigmatizing social conditions 
of surviving inner-city communities that fuel physical decay. A new mixed-use, mixed-function 
type of neighborhood would introduce the vitality and integration on which our social survival 
depends. Cities do not have to be the centres of social breakdown. Change helps, not hinders, 
cities, (p.233) 
Re-using Urban Land 
The best design skills can create compact integrated, mixed-use cities for the twenty-first century 
along public transport links, using the dense urban framework that already exists and doubling 
its utility. Milton Keynes Ashford, Crawley, Stansted and other growth centres could develop 
significantly within their existing 'envelope' if infill sites were maximized, if higher densities were 
introduced and if pubic transport within these towns was made comprehensive and intensive. 
(P.236) 
Compact City 
We need to work from the centre outwards, layer by layer, starting by reconnecting the in-
nermost neighborhoods, which are only minutes on foot from vibrant centers. Pedestrian, cycle 
and bus routes can displace other vehicles from the same space, reducing the barrier previously 
represented by traffic. Fast one-way road systems around city centres become obsolete and 
destructive when inner neighborhoods are closely linked to the centre and begin to recover. 
Needless through traffic can be pushed out and decayed inner rings of homes, shops and 
services can become potential growth area.The environmental potential of city centres and inner 
neighborhoods then becomes visible. As we limit traffic and restore public spaces, buildings and 
neighborhoods, we clamour for more greenery. With support and very small incentives, public 
bodies, residents and business will make streets greener, cleaner, safer, (p.284) 
A compact city therefore works on four axes: 
Creating a vibrant, dense centre 
Revitalising inner neighborhoods 
Organising accessible public transport across the city 
Protecting and enhancing the environment 
(p.284) 
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4.0 Others views 
4.1 Metropolis 
4.2 Cities on Rail 
4.3 The new transit Town 
4.1 Metropolis 
Two Zones model 
One is the very periphery of the city where suburbs are pushing into the countryside; and her at 
least there is an opportunity to build according to the needs of the present and of the immediate 
future. 
The second zone is the very centre of the city, where the imperatives of centrality demand an 
often radical restructuring; here, is concentrated the thrust of modern construction technology, in 
skyscrapers, (p. 128) 
Suburbs Area 
The city of the future is already recognizable. It will be a city of suburbs, each more or less self-
contained with its basic retail and public services, each with basically sound housing.There will 
be plenty of local suburban jobs; an efficient highway system will provide good access to a wider 
variety of jobs across the city as a whole and to those services and social and recreational oppor-
tunities which cannot be obtained locally. 
City movement 
From the mid-nineteenth century railways increased accessibility.. Electric trains made it easier still 
by increasing speeds; and the bus and the car completed the process. A pattern of metropolitan 
life was established which was based on a daily rhythm of movement from and to the suburb. 
The classic description of transport as 'maker and breaker of cities' sums it up, for in a way to 
extension of suburbia was the first indication of the breaking down of the city as a contained 
corporate entity, (p. 131) 
Megalopolis, cradle of a new order in the organization of inhabited space. 
Characteristics： 
The unification of several conurbations by lines of raid communication 
A loose urban fabric of low density which included much green land interdigitating with the 
traditional urban environment 
Nucleated and dense cores in traditional centres dominated by tertiary and quaternary activities. 
Qualitative features which differed from previous urban experience 
A functional interdependence which merited a new conceptual approach(p. 134) 
And in Hong Kong new towns in the New Territories are a dramatic, exclusive use of high-rise 
slabs to relieve the immense pressure of population.... High rise can not be the simple answer 
to all population pressures nor can it be transferred from the drawing-board to any site. Eco-
nomic pressures must be considered as well as quality of life, and in particular the perceptions of 
society are a vital consideration, (p. 158) 
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Nodes and places 
Railway station has two basic identities. It is a node: a point of access to trains and, increasingly, to 
other transportation networks. At the same time, it is a place: a specific section of the city within 
a concentration of infrastructure but also with a diversified collection of buildings and open 
spaces. 
Structure of station as a place in a city 
Walk-able radius: 500m or ten-minute walk 
Functional - historical elements: a commercial axis connecting station and city centre, or industrial 
and distribution facilities with a direct connection to the station. 
Topographic: surface included within an arbitrary section of a map. 
Development perimeter: consider the area included within the perimeter of a specific redevelop-
ment initiative. 
Towards an integrated transport-property perspective 
Dense pattern of land use may also make a location difficult to reach, and optimization of its ac-
cessibility by all transport modes may also negatively affect its liveability and thus its attractiveness. 
The unique challenge of station area development: 
to exploit synergies; 
to manage conflicts between node-based and place-based activities - between people moving 
and people staying. 
Idea typical case - Japan 
In japan's major metropolitan areas, interchange stations have been the focus of intense property 
development, mostly promoted by private railway companies. 
In Osaka, development gravitates around the Umeda North terminals area and the Abeno South 
terminals area.These are connected with each other and the underground by a circular loop line. 
Firstly, around both dusters ofthermals is a concentration of shopping and entertainment facili-
ties. Between them lies the central business district, where more than a million people work daily. 
The local authorities are promoting an integrated strategy for station areas in the central city. 
Secondly, the large share of railway travel in passenger transport in Japan is possible only because 
of the much higher net population density.Tokyo is not only densely populated; perhaps more 
importantly, the densely inhabited area has a wider scale than in European examples. 
Thirdly, institutional differences are important Most notable among these is the division of roles 
between an more conventional national public railway company and the private railway conglom-
erates.These conglomerates are also active in the retail sector, hotels, real estate, construction, 
travel, advertising, resorts, media, entertainment, museums, universities, garden cities, and more. 
They are highly diversified companies with a strong territorial base, historically grown around the 
concept of the total living industry. 
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4.3 The new transit town 
ans i t 
Transit Orientated Development (TOD) 
In our view, successful TOD needs to be mixed-use, walk-able, location-
efficient development that balances the need for sufficient density to support 
convenient transit service with the scale of the adjacent community. We intend 
to develop techniques to help assure that TOD also remains mixed-income in 
character. 
Refine the definition ofTOD and to relate it to the structure of metropolitan 
regions with a typology that addresses issues of scale, transit service standards, 
land-use mix and density, and urban design characteristics. 
TOD has the potential to form a new approach to development that builds 
on their synergy and results in places and regions that meet the demand 
for location-efficient mixed-use neighborhoods, supports regional economic 
growth strategies, and increases housing affordability and choice. 
Network of great neighborhoods: 
Diverse incomes, ages, and backgrounds have the option to walk to nearby 
shopping, parks, and schools; where streets are safe to walk along and public 
spaces are beautiful, inviting, and frequented; and where people can choose to 
take a train or bus as easily and conveniently as a car. 
A new thinking about the way we plan our communities and transportation 
systems. 
Five goals ofTOD: 
Location efficiency 
Rich mix of choices 
Value capture 
Place making 
Resolution of the tension between node and place 
Location efficiency: 
Density - sufficient customers within walking or bicycling distance of the transit 
stop to allow the system to run efficiently. 
Transit accessibility - Transit stations and stops that are centrally or conve-
niently located within the TOD and service that allows riders to reach their 
destinations easily. 
Pedestrian friendliness - a network of streets within the transit district that is 
interconnected and scaled to the convenience of pedestrians. 
Rich mix of choices 
A range of housing options - large single-family homes, bungalows, town-
houses live-work, and apartments - via life's stages, they aren't forced to leave 
the community. 
TOD offers a wider range of housing, mobility, and shopping choices than 
conventional suburban development (and much urban development). 
TOD is about expanding. Lower-income people with less money to spend on 
transportation, first-time homebuyers, and single parents, the elderly, disabled, 
all value the location efficiency of TOD. 
Value Capture, a key objective ofTOD 
Frequent high-quality transit service 
Good connections between transit and the community 
Community amenities and a dedication to place making 
Scorekeeping and attention to financial returns 
Place making 
Place for people - safe, comfortable varied, and attractive 
Enrich the Existing — qualities of existing urban places. 
Make Connections - easy to get to/ around by foot, bicycle, public transporta-
tion, and cars 
Work with the Landscape - balance between natural and man-made environ-
ment and utilize site's intrinsic resources 
Mix uses and Forms — a variety of demands and provide amenities to the wid-
est possible range of users 
Manage the investment - economically viable, well managed. 
Design for change - New development needs to be flexible enough to re-
spond to future changes in use, lifestyle, and demography.This means designing 
for energy and resource efficiency; creating flexibility in the use of property, 
public spaces, and service infrastructure; and introducing new approaches to 
transportation, traffic management, and parking. 
Resolving the Tension between node versus place 
Role of a transit station or stop as a node in a regional transportation net-
work and the station's role as a 'place' in a neighborhood, "the unique challenge 
of the development of node-places is the need to deal, at the same time, with 
both transport and urban development issues. 
Applying the typology 
Transit-oriented development is about creating and exploiting synergies: 
between the community and the region, between jobs and housing, between 
levels of density and levels of transit service, between people and a vibrant 
community life, and among different generations, income levels, and people. At 
the heart of transit-oriented development is the pedestrian, and the purpose 
of mixed uses is to encourage the pedestrian environment Pedestrian-oriented 
urban design tends to increase transit's share of all tnps if the scale of the 
pedestrian improvement is large enough and transit service is of good quality. 
Balancing the Tension between place and node 
Transit-oriented development, unlike other forms of development, should 
explicitly perform a dual function as both a 'node' within a larger regional or 
metropolitan system and a 'place' in its own right. 
Because TOD must function as both place and node, all its components -
trains, buses, taxis, cars, bicycles, pedestrians, housing, offices and stores - must 
interact with one another.The synergy among these functions allows TOD to 
provide location efficiency and other desired outcomes, but the process neces-
sary to integrate these parts into a single, well-functioning unit is extremely 
complex. It is essential that all of the users and actors in the planning and 
developing stages of new TOD projects cooperate in order to translate these 
goals into reality. One of the prime challenges, then, is getting all of these com-
peting interests and uses to integrate seamlessly along the lines of typologies. 
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5.0 China Network 
Today, Asia is the largest continent of the world, both in land area and population. Almost 50% of 
the world's people live in Asia.This situation will be continue and increasing due to the growth 
of the general world population. Furthermore, over 37.6% of the Asian populaton lived in urban 
area, and this figure will rise to 54.4% in 30 years. China as one of the rapidly developing country, 
how does she tackle the challenge and what is happening there. 
Magazine: FuturArc 
Article:The Urban Age 
Author: Christen Jamar 
Facing the expansion of the world population, six out of ten largest cities are located in Asia, how 
does our future city would look like. What kind of principle or theory could apply on this? Does 
the Western model, America model are the solution? In this article, author shares some of the 
findings and future projection. 
According to the United Nations Human Settlements Program, by 2050, two thirds of the 
world's population, 6 billion people, will be living in cities.Today, Asian cities are home to over 1.5 
billion people, number is increasing. Such rapid growth bring many challenges: adequate housing, 
basic services, security and environmental issue. 
The people look for a city-planning to adapt the changes and face the challenges — New Urban-
isms.The ideas is about mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly, human scale. However, this kind of de-
velopment whitewashes suburban growth and is not always successful at mixing socioeconomic 
groups, e.g. Philippines. 
Other point of view, William Urn, offers "ethical principles' include conserving heritage of the 
people; safeguarding common spaces, rights and services; preserving spaces of indeterminacy; 
fairly distributing and compensating for land; and observing principles of spatial justice. 
Future battles will not be limited to public spaces, but also air quality, heritage sites, slums and fair 
housing, sprawl and infill. 
City/Town System Plan 
Magazine: FuturArc 
Article: Planning China Green 
Author: Caroline Wang 
This article interviewed Mr. Shi Weiliang,the chief planner of Beijing Municipal Commission of 
Urban Planning. Mr. Shi will share the views about China under pressure from ever-increasing 
population, the current urban fabric and infrastructure are being stretched thin, requiring a plan 
that can restore and preserve a healthy urban ecological environment and ensure sustainable 
urban development 
In Beijing, planning is built on overall planning and coordination of population, resources, develop-
ment and the city-countryside relationship.The major problem for urban planning in china is the 
city capacity, we have to determine a suitable scale of the city based on its supply of resources 
and geological analyses. Moreover, shifting some function from old city centre to suburban areas 
forming multi-centered development pattern, this can help adjust spatial structure. And, dealing 
with the ecological problem, government makes strategy on the building height for better ventila-
tion across the city. 
"We encourage the combination of high-rises, mid-rises and low rises in one residential develop-
mentThough high-rises can utilize land efficiently, they also cause many problems to urban spatial 
structure; large scale high-rise developments deteriorate the living environment, while small-scale 
high-rise developments are desirable for their proximity to transportation facilities and civic 
infrastructure." said Mr. Shi Weiliang. 
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Beijing's 2015 urban rail transport plan 
Shanghai rail system I subway system 
Guang2t»ou subway plan 
Magazine: FuturArc 
Article: Breaking the Gridlock 
Authors: Caroline Wang and Lily Wang 
Due to China's explosive economic growth, urbanization is occurring at an unparalleled rate. In 
this article, we will look at the case in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou. Generally, traffic conges-
tion are serious in these cities, cars occupied the central business district "The underlying causes 
of traffic congestion in Beijing, shanghai and Guangzhou are the same: rapid urbanization, brought 
on by aggressive industrial growth and demanding economic development has fundamentally 
changed the urban spatial layout." 
Beijing presents a strong example of how transportation supply has not kept apace with demand 
brought on by rapid urban development With sprawling ring roads and immature outlying new 
towns, Beijing's inner city is still home to most of the urban functions.Thousands of workers pour 
into the city each day from the new towns - mostly residential developments - putting pressure 
on the already strained urban transportation system.The new towns are not well connected 
to convenient public transportation and real estate prices in the city centre have skyrocketed, 
further encouraging car ownership. 
Shanghai has the advantage of the Huang Pu Rive, which has helped check urban sprawl and 
create independent districts. But still, the heavily populated old districts on the river's west bank 
(know as Puxi);the steady influx of non-resident workers attracted by the city's booming econ-
omy; and the ongoing development of the Pudong financial district are generating roadblocks. 
Meanwhile, the public transportation system is not equipped to handle the city's expansion. 
Guangzhou started to proactively develop new districts to expand out of the L-shaped urban 
form created by the Baiyun Mountain and Pearl River and disperse the population from the old 
city area. But even as its own urban planning efforts might alleviate congestion problems, its posi-
tion as a core city in the Pearl River Delta economic zone means it plays a vital role in connecting 
traffic on a regional level, putting added pressure on urban transportation. 
Soultions 
Author pointed out that current road resources are not used in their fully potential as the grow-
ing number of cars sucks the route of public transport.This has led city buses are moving slower 
than bicycles. So the main issue is to increase handing capacity and speed, developing a public 
transportation system is the essential measure to achieve sustainable urban development 
Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou have embarked on projects to promote public transportation 
and control car use. 
Beijing, expanding the subway and light rail systems, bus rapid transit (BRT) line, government has 
also supported the public transportation through land uses. 
Shanghai, besides controlling car ownership in 1994, governments is reinforcing the connectivity 
of different modes of transportation and installing and urban Intelligent Transportation System 
(ITS). Government aims to construct an efficient transport network that can move people any-
where in the inner city within 45 minutes including waiting and transfer time. 
Guangzhou has the highest number of buses per capita when compared to China's other big 
cities. On top of the rail transit system, government is installing a BRT system to complement it 
Besides, pedestrians pathway will be improved to encourage the use of public transport 
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7.0 Relevant facts, statistics, historical data 
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7.0 Relevant facts, statistics, historical data 
NEW TERRITORIES CHARACTERISTICS 
About 50% of Hong Kong Population live 
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8.0 Site Selection and Documentation 
KSR station serve the communities at Pat Heung and KamTin in the North West New Territories. It remains as a rural area 
with a strong village culture, low density developments with storey height in a range of I to 4 only. Commercial activities are 
not active in the area. Car - repairing and open storage are scattered in the area. 
Site Characteristics 
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Strategic planning context 
The Northern Link (NOL) is proposed rail linking the West Rail at Kam Sheung Road Station and the Lok Ma Chau Spur Line at Chau 
Tau.This railway line will connect the northern districts of the New Territories and will serve cross-boundary passengers from LoWu and 
Lok Ma Chau.This line will turn Kam Sheung Road station into an interchange station along West Rail. 
SITE CONTEXT 
The PH/KSR stations serve the communities at Pat Heung and Kam untry Park in the north andTai Lam Country Park in 
the south. It remains as a rural area with a strong village culture.There are altogether 30 villages in 
Pat Heung and 10 villages in Kam Tin. 
Kam Tin - Pat Heung area has had a long development history since the 14th century. It is found that traditional village settlements, an-
cestral halls and temples are widely distributed over the area. With such a long development history, many village culture and traditional 
ceremonies/ rituals have been established in the area. 
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TOTAL POPULATION appx. 60(56 
Demographic Characteristics 
With reference to the Census data of 2006 from the Census and Statistics Department of HKSAR Government, the population was 
about 6000 around KSR station 
proportion of population aged over 65 increased from 6% in 1986 to 20%.Trend of increasing 
Majority of the local residents (60-70%) earned less than $20,000 per month. 
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No larger-scale shopping mall or industrial center in PH/KSK Only small local shops, restaurants, small-scale supermarkets and wet market 
providing the basic necessity to the villagers could be found. Villagers frequently traveled to Yuen Long or other urban areas for shopping 
and workTwo major public transport interchanges (PTI) are located at Kam Sheung Station and the toll plaza of the Route 3. Com-
munters usually travel via these two PTIs to other urban areas, e.g.Yuen Long. Moreover^  communter will come to take the bus services 
to mainland china. 
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Site Characteristics 
Major residential developments in the area are village-type houses.They are low density developments with storey height in a range of 
I to 4 only. Commercial activities are not active in the area. Most of the residents there would purchase daily necessities and consumer 
good from shops in Yuen Long Town Area. Car-repairing and open storage are scattered in the area 
1. Cultural heritage 
KamTin - Pat Heung area has had a long development history since the 14th century. It is found that traditional village settle-
ments, ancestral halls and temples are widely distributed over the area. With such a long development history, many village culture and 
traditional ceremonies/ rituals have been established in the area. 
2. Community facilities 
Due to small size population, there are inadequate community facilities. 
The nearest secondary school can only be found in AuTau. 
Leisure and recreational facilities, e.g. library, swimming pools and sports complex, all has to rely on in Yuen Long District. 
3. Housing 
Major settlements are mainly village houses-Typical walled villages are found in Kat HingWai.Tai Hong Wai, ShuiTau Tsuen, Shui 
MeiTsuen and Kam Tsin Wai.These villages are still keeping the traditional characteristics of'Hakka walled village". 
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9.0 Concept - Interfaces 
KAM SHEUNG ROAD BEFORE RAIL DEVELOPMENT 
Because of urbanizing rural zone, rural landscape: fabric; texture; settlement 
are changing. If the rail is the focal point for future development, then station 
area is playing a vital role as it can provide a common ground for both rural 
landscape and new development This suggests an interfacing relationship to 
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INCREASED 
POPULATION 








In the past, we are using the station box with public transport interchange 
for the development mode both in dense inner city and rural landscape.This 
make the green rural landscape and some village characteristic are disap-
peared. In order to have a sense of place and place of arrival, some local 
context should be addressed. 
in the future, we should bring back the green landscape to the rural area, 
and also provide a potential ground for rural expansion and increased new 
population. In this project, area around station and station itself is taking an 
vital role. 
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10.0 Primarily Design - Stitching Landscape 
m ^ & 
: _ _ 
KSR Station 
±1 T F T " 
KamTin River Rural Settlement 
Rural landscape interface 





This exercise is to explore the formal possibility of the new develop-
ment in KSR station. Variations are made due to the site traditional 
urban form, gradual changing of different density pattern: from new 
medium-rise development to low rise village pattern. 
Those study model are not suggesting the final form of the project but 
the strategy of the ideas. 
On the next stage of the project, we will more concentrate on the 
programmatic uses and mix in the site, for which can enhance the local 
development and also attract new comers for a balance community 
structure. 
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Issue - rural development 
Mass Transit 
Rural Development 
Rural Settlement 2.3% 
Private & Public residential 3.7% 
f： 
? J ... ^V 
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•J 
- 〜 . K j 
f 
Hong Kong railway network has been spreading to the rural area for urban 
development. Rural landscape is facing a great challenge under the urban 
expansion. How the future development on rural area will relate to its local 
district should be addressed. 
Site -kam sheung road 
NAM SANGWAI 
KSR station serve the communities at Pat Heung and Kam Tin in the North 
West New Territories. It remains as a rural area with a strong village culture, 
low density developments with storey height in a range of I to 4 only. Com-
mercial activities are not active in the area. Car - repairing and open storage 
are scattered in the area. 
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activity room 
circulation 
cs communal space 
fb- family type bedroom 
fl- family type living room 
fs- farm stay 
s- studio flat 
sc- service core 
I — 、 
typical floor plan scale 1:200 (J) 
a 









、as- agricultural storage 
f- farmlands 
p- ponds、— 
ground floor plan scale 1:200 ① 
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Circu ation 
C-l Connecting Upper 
ground and Agricultural 
land 
C-2 Communal space at 
half level different 
-acade 
F-1 South/ East with larger 
Opening 
F-2 North/West with lou-
ver & corridor 
Structure 
S-1 Sted Frame 
S-2 Concrete Core 
S-3 Cladding Envelop 
Grounc 
G-1 Ground on the 
, , z top 

























Farmland Sterilisation Watering 
Human 
Curve 
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G-5 
\ I > 
farm stay activity 
47 
agricultural community 
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